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associated to two cusp forms are established. These bounds are applied to prove the
equidistribution of mass conjecture for CM forms.  2001 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
This is the second of three papers (the first being [P-S] and the third
[C-PS-S]) which are concerned with establishing new estimates for L-func-
tions on their critical lines and applying these to problems of equidistribu-
tion. For a general automorphic L-function L(s, f ) [I-S] one may apply
the PhragmenLindeloff interpolation method together with bounds on
L(s, f ) in R(s)>1 and R(s)<0 (the latter coming from the functional
equation) to give an upper bound for L(s, f ) for R(s)= 12 . One refers to the
resulting bound as the convexity bound for L( 12+it, f ). There are a number
of instances, including those in this paper, where a sharper estimate is
precisely what is needed to resolve the problem at hand (see also [D-F-I1,
P-S, C-PS-S]).
For L-functions of degree one (over Q), that is Dirichlet L-functions,
such subconvexity estimates are due to Weyl in the t-aspect and Burgess in
the q-aspect [Wey, Bu]. For degree two L-functions this was achieved in
a series of papers by Good [Go], Muermann [Mu], and especially Duke
et al. [D-F-I1, D-F-I3]. For general L-functions of degree three and higher
this is an important open problem. In this paper we establish such subcon-
vexity estimates for special degree four L-functions, that is for Rankin
Selberg L-functions of two degree two L-functions (one of which is fixed)
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in the weight k aspect. To begin with, consider holomorphic cusp forms f
of even integral weight k for 1=SL(2, Z). Let Hk (1 ) denote the set of
such Hecke eigenforms normalized to have first Fourier coefficient af (1)
equal to 1. Set
*f (n)=af (n)n(k&1)2 (1)
and for p prime,
*f ( p)=:f ( p)+:$f ( p)
(2)
:f ( p) :$f ( p)=1.
According to the Ramanujan conjectures [De]
|:f ( p)|=|:$f ( p)|=1. (3)
For f # Hk (1 ) and g # Hl (1 ), the RankinSelberg L-function L(s, fg)
is defined by
L(s, fg)=‘(2s) :

n=1
*f (n) *g (n)
ns
=6p (1&:$f ( p) :$g ( p) p
&s)&1
_(1&:f ( p) :g ( p) p&s)&1 (1&:f ( p) :$g ( p) p
&s)&1
_(1&:$f ( p) :g ( p) p
&s)&1. (4)
L(s, fg) is entire (except possibly for a simple pole at s=1) and satisfies
a functional equationsee Section 1.
Theorem 0.1. Fix =>0, g # Hl (1 ), and t # R, then for K and M large
and K151165MK1&=
:
K&MkK+M
:
f # Hk(1)
|L( 12+it, fg)|
2 <<
=, t, g
(MK )1+=.
The proof given below applies equally well with 1 replaced by 10 (N ) for
any fixed N and with g replaced by a Maass cusp form (for the latter, the
modification given in the Appendix is used). As a consequence we have
Theorem 0.2. Fix g a holomorphic or Maass form, =>0 and t # R. Then
as f varies over holomorphic cusp forms of weight k for 10 (N ) we have
L( 12+it, fg) <<
=, t, g
k158165.
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Remark.
(1) The corresponding convexity bound for L( 12+it, fg) is k1+=,
=>0.
(2) It should be possible to extend Theorem 0.2 to cover the case
where f varies over Maass forms on 10 (N ) and has eigenvalue * tending
to infinity; however, we have not carried this out.
(3) The bound in Theorem 0.1 is consistent with the generalized
Lindeloff hypothesis (which asserts that L( 12+it, fg)<<k= for =>0). In
fact it establishes the latter on average for f ’s in the range indicated (there
being  KM such forms in this range).
(4) The proof of Theorem 0.1 does not make use of the fact that f
(or g) are Hecke eigenforms (we assumed so for f in order to set up the
standard normalizations). All that we need is a normalization that can be
used in the Petersson formula (see Section 2). In particular if
F= :
f # Hk(1 )
cf f, where :
f # Hk (1 )
|cf |2=1, (5)
then we may still conclude that if
L(s, Fg) :=:
f
cf L(s, fg), (6)
then
L( 12+it, Fg) << k
158165. (7)
On the other hand, it is easy to see that since |Hk (1)|t k12 , L( 12+it, Fg)
can be made as large as - k.
It is worth pointing out that the situation is quite different when
estimating L( 12+it, f ), f # Hk (1 ). Here the convexity bound is - k so that
any subconvex bound must make use of f being a Hecke eigenform. For
this case a subconvex bound can be proven by repeating in this
holomorphic setting the method of amplification for Maass forms
developed by Iwaniec [Iw] or one can proceed as in the present paper by
shortening the range of summation in the sums
:
K&MkK+M
:
f # Hk(1)
|L( 12+it, f )|
4. (8)
Both these methods exploit that f is a Hecke eigenform.
We turn to the application to quantum unique ergodicity. A problem in
the analytic theory of modular forms which emerges as a specialization of
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a basic problem in quantum chaos (see [I-S]) is the following: Let f be a
Hecke cusp form on a fixed quotient X0 (N )=10(N)"H. We consider two
cases
(i) f is a holomorphic form of even integral weight kf .
(ii) f is a Maass form with eigenvalue *f (in which case k=0). With
f we associate the density +f (which is normalized to be a probability
measure on X0 (N )) given by
+f := yk | f (z)|2
dx dy
y2
. (9)
Equidistribution Conjecture [R-S]. As kf   in the holomorphic case,
or *f   in the Maass case, we have
+f 
1
Vol(X0 (N ))
dx dy
y2
:=dv~
(in the sense of integration against continuous functions of compact sup-
port on X0 (N )).
The relation between this conjecture and subconvexity problems for
L-functions has been known in crude form for some time [Sa2] and was
clarified completely recently in Watson [Wa]. Indeed, he shows that the
conjecture would follow from a subconvex estimate for the special value
L( 12 , f fg) of this degree 8 L-function. Here f is as above and g is a
fixed Maass form (or unitary Eigenstein series) for 10 (N ). It is also crucial
here that both f and g are Hecke eigenforms. The degree 8 L-function
L(s, f fg) factors into L(s, sym2 fg) L(s, g). Moreover, if f is a CM
form, that is to say L(s, f )=L(s, *), for * some Grossen character * on a
quadratic extension of Q, then L(s, sym2 fg) factors further as
L(s, *2g) L(s, g/) for a suitable Dirichlet character /. Now L(s, *2) is
the L-function of another modular cusp form, call it F, for 10 (N ). If f is
holomorphic then so is F and its weight is twice that of f, while if f is a
Maass form then so is F with eigenvalue 14+(2r)
2 if f has eigenvalue 14+r
2.
Thus for the CM case the subconvexity in question reduces to that of
L( 12, Fg) in either the kF aspect or the *F aspect. For the holomorphic
case the subconvexity is proven in Theorem 0.2 above. So as an application
we have
Theorem 0.3. The equidistribution conjecture is true for holomorphic
CM forms. That is, if f is a holomorphic CM form on 10 (N)"H, then
+f  dv~ as kf  .
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As examples of CM forms consider for m1
fm (z)= :
+ # Z[- &1]
+4me(++ z). (10)
These are CM forms for X0 (4) and as m   their weights go to infinity.
Theorem 0.3 asserts that their masses become equidistributions as m  .
A consequence of this (see [Ru] and [S-Z]) is that the zeroes of fm (z) in
X0 (4) become equidistributed w.r.t. dv~ as m  .
Remarks.
(5) As mentioned earlier we expect that Theorem 0.2 can be estab-
lished for Maass forms in a similar way and hence that Theorem 0.3 can
also be proved for these in this way.
(6) In [Sa3] we found another proof of Theorem 0.3 which directly
makes use of f being a CM form. This method is more self-contained and
works for Maass forms as well. The treatment as given above has the
advantage of pointing to how the general case may be tackled via L-func-
tions.
We end the introduction with a brief outline of the rest of the paper. In
Section 1 we review some standard material connected with functional
equations for L(s, fg); in particular we derive suitable expressions for
L( 12+it, fg). This reduces the problem to estimating non-trivially sums
of the form (here Y is a large parameter which is <<= K 2+=).
SY ( f )=:
n
*f (n) *g (n) W \ nY+ , (11)
where W is smooth and supported in (1, 2) say. For the sums in (11) an
application of the functional equation of L(s, fg), that is so to say
‘‘dualizing,’’ does not shorten the length of summation. In fact, when
Y&K2 these sums are self-dual. We proceed by embedding f in the family
Hk (1 ), K&Mk K+M. That is we examine
:
K&MkK+M
:
f # Hk(1)
|SY ( f )| 2. (12)
Since we expect there to be square-root cancellation in the sums (11), we
expect the bound of MK1+=Y for (12). Indeed, this is what is established
as long as KMK151165. This is achieved by squaring out in (12) which
introduces the sums
:
K&MkK+M
:
f # Hk(1)
*f (n1) *f (n2). (13)
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Applying Petersson’s trace-like formula [Pe, Iw2] to the inner sum (with
appropriate arithmetical weights) allows us to get rid of the unknown and
problematic coefficients *f (n1) *f (n2) and leads to bilinear expressions in
Kloosterman sums. This is a familiar feature when applying this formula.
A key point for us here is to analyze asymptotically the shortened sums
(smoothed)
:
K&MkK+M
(i )k Jk&1 (x). (14)
This is carried out in Section 3.
With this we can approach the corresponding bilinear forms by an
application of Voronoi summation to the sum on one of the variables, say
n1 . This idea appears already in [D-F-I3] in their work on fourth powers
of GL(2)Q L-functions in the q-aspect. This leads to a double sum in n2
and r where now only terms near the diagonal (see Section 4) are signifi-
cant. Finally, to estimate these we need uniform cancellation in the smooth
sums
:
n2tY
*g (n) *g (n+h), h{0. (15)
These sums have been discussed in various contexts in the literature [Se,
Go, Mo, D-F-I2]. For our purpose, which includes the crucial case of g
being a Maass cusp form, there appears to be no written treatment. In
the Appendix we give a general treatment with explicit uniformity in h
and related parameters. The method is based on Selberg’s original one of
Poncare series [Se] together with the recent general bounds [Sa1, Pe] for
triple products as well as recent developments toward the GL2 -Ramanujan
conjectures [K-S]. More important, this treatment being quite soft, gener-
alizes easily to higher dimensions where it has proven to be crucial [P-S,
C-PS-S].
We end by mentioning that recently Kowalski et al. [K-M-V] estab-
lished subconvexity estimates for L( 12+it, f g), (t and g fixed) as f varies
over fixed weight holomorphic new forms for 10 (N ), as N  .
1. FUNCTIONAL EQUATION AND APPROXIMATE FORMULA
We begin by reviewing briefly some standard material concerning the
functional equations for the RankinSelberg L-functions. Let f and g be
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holomorphic cusp forms of weight k and l respectively for 1=SL(2, Z).
Using the notation introduced in Section 0 and assuming kl we have
L(s, f g)=‘(2s) :

n=1
*f (n) *g (n)
ns
, (16)
the completed L-function being
4(s, f g) :=(2?)&2s 1 \s+k+l2 &1+ 1 \s+
k&l
2 + L(s, f g). (17)
If f{ g (we are assuming that they are Hecke eigenforms with
*f (1)=*g (1)=1) then 4(s, f g) is entire and satisfies the functional
equation
4(1&s, f g)=4(s, f g). (18)
We may write L(s, f g) in the form
L(s, f g)= :

&=1
bf g (&) &&s (19)
with
bf g (&)= :
n2m=&
*f (m) *g (m). (20)
Equation (18) may be written in the form
L(s, f g)=#(s) L(1&s, f g), (21)
where
#(s)=(2?)4s&2
1 \&s+k+l2 + 1 \1&s+
k&l
2 +
1 \s+k+l2 &1+ 1 \s+
k&l
2 +
. (22)
We are interested in the circumstance that k   with l fixed in which
case using Stirling series
#(s)=\ 16?
2
(k+l&2)(k&l+2)+
2s&1
(1+’k (s)), (23)
where
’k (s)<<(|s|+1)4k. (24)
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Fix G(s) an analytic function in &BR(s)B, with B a large constant
and satisfying
G(0)=1
G(&s)=G(s) (25)
G(s)<<(1+|s| )&A, A a large constant.
For X1, consider (here s=_+it)
I=
1
2?i |_=2 X
sL( 12+s, f g) G(s)
ds
s
(26)
=L( 12 , f g)+
1
2?i |_=&1 X
sL( 12+s, f g) G(s)
ds
s
=L( 12 , f g)+
1
2?i |_=&1 X
s \ 16?
2
(k+l&2) (k&l+2)+
2s
[1+’k (s+ 12)]
_L( 12&s, f g) G(s)
ds
s
=L( 12 , f g)&
1
2?i |_=2 _X \
16?2
(k+l&2)(k&l+2)+
2
&
&s
_[1+’k ( 12&s)] L(
1
2+s, f g) G(s)
ds
s
. (27)
Setting X=((k+l&2)(k&l+2))(16?2) (or a multiple thereof if needed)
yields an expression for L( 12 , f g) in terms of two series of length essen-
tially X.
L( 12 , f g)=2 :

n=1
bf g (n)
- n
V \nX+
+O \|_=12+= }Xs’k ( 12 &s) L( 12+s, f g) G(s)
ds
s }+ , (28)
where
V( y)=
1
2?i |_=1 G(s) y
&s ds
s
. (29)
Note that V(0)=1 and that V is as smooth as we like and decays rapidly
as y  ;
V( y)<<(1+| y| )&B (30)
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With X as above (24), and the bound L(s, f g) << 1 for _1+= (which
follows from (1)) it follows that the big O term in (28) is
O= (k=), for =>0. (31)
Hence for our purpose of estimating L( 12 , f g) with a subconvex bound or
even on average as in Theorem 0.1, it is sufficient in view of (28) to consider
:

n=1
bf g (n)
- n
V \nX+ (32)
=:
b
1
b
:
a
*f (a) *g (a)
- a
V \ab
2
X + . (33)
Thus by smooth dyadic subdivisions it suffices for our purposes to estimate
sums of the form
SY ( f )=:
n
*f (n) *g (n) H \nY+ . (34)
Here H is essentially a fixed smooth function of compact support in (0, )
and Y is at most K2+=, =>0. The key range for Y is
K2&$YK2+= (35)
with $ a specific positive number.
From (31) and (32) and the above, we see that Theorem 0.1 will follow
if we can establish estimates of the form
:
K&LkK+L
:
f # Hk(1 )
|SY ( f )| 2<<LYK1+= (36)
for K151165LK.
Equation (36) asserts that in this range of averaging over f, |SY ( f )| is
of size - Y, this being the usual ‘‘desired square-root of the number of
terms’’ cancellation. The next three sections are devoted to establishing (36).
In closing this section we note that estimating (33) directly using (3), i.e.,
*f (n)=O= (n=) =>0 (36$)
(and the same for *g (n)) and (33), yields the convexity bound
L( 12 , f g)<<k1+= (recall that Xrk2). Also our discussion has been
restricted to L( 12 , f g). One can derive a similar formula for L(
1
2+it,
f g) and for t-fixed, the analysis leading to the proof of Theorem 1 is the
same.
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2. APPLICATION OF PETERSSON’S FORMULA
Let K and L be large parameters with
K12L
K
4
. (37)
In the end L will be chosen quite close to K. Fix g0 # C (&1, 1) a non-
negative smooth function with g0 (0)=1. We form smooth averages of
|SY ( f )|2 as follows. Set
:
K, L
:=:
k
g0 \k&KL + :f # Hk
2?2
kL(1, sym2 f )
|SY ( f )| 2. (38)
The reason for the special value of the symmetric square L-function, i.e.,
the L&1 (1, sym2 f ) factor, is that it is the normalization needed in the
Petersson formula. For our purposes of estimation, these weights are
harmless since it is known [H-L, Iw1] that for any =>0
k&=<<L(1, sym2 f )<<k=. (39)
As mentioned at the end of the last section, we expect that SY<<- Y and
since |Hk | t k12 we expect that
:
K, L
<<
=
(LY)1+=. (40)
Equation (40) is plainly equivalent to (36) and it is K, L that we will deal
with.
Now, expanding the right-hand side of (38) yields
:
K, L
=:
k
g0 \k&KL + :f # Hk
2?2
kL(1, sym2 f )
_ :
n, m
*f (n) *g (n) *f (m) *g (m) H \nY+ H \
m
Y+
=:
k
g0 \k&KL + :n, m *g (n) *g (m) H \
n
Y+ H \
m
Y+
_ :
f # Hk
2?2
kL(1, sym2 f )
*f (m) *f (n). (41)
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Applying the Petersson formula (see [ILS, p. 15] for this normalization)
to the inner most sum gives
:
K, L
=:
k
g0 \k&KL + :n, m *g (n) *g (m) H \
n
Y+ H \
m
Y+
_\$n, m+2?ik :

c=1
S(m, n, c)
c
Jk&1 \4? - mnc ++ . (42)
Here S(m, n, c) is the Kloosterman sum
S(m, n, c)= :
(x, c)=1
x mod c
e \mx+nx
&1
c + (43)
and Jk (z) is the Bessel function. We write the right-hand side of (42) as
DIAG+OFFDIAG, (44)
where
DIAG=:
k
g0 \k&KL + :n |*g (n)|
2 }H \nY+}
2
(45)
and
OFFDIAG= :
n, m
*g (n) *g (m) H \nY+ H \
m
Y+
_ :

c=1
S(m, n, c)
c
:
k
2?ikg0 \k&KL + Jk&1 \
4? - mn
c + . (46)
The diagonal term can be estimated from RankinSelberg theory which
yields that for R  
:
nR
|*g (n)|2<<R. (47)
Hence from (45)
DIAG<<LY, (48)
which is consistent with the desired bound (40).
We turn to the OFFDIAG sum (46) and for that we begin by executing
the k-sum by Poisson summation. This is the content of the next section.
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3. THE k-SUM OVER BESSEL FUNCTIONS
Let V(x)=VK, L (x) be given by
VK, L (x)= :
l#1(2)
(&1) (l&1)2 g(l) Jl (x), (49)
where
g(x)= g0 \x&KL + (50)
and g0 is as in Section 2.
We examine the asymptotic behavior of VK, L (x) as K, L   and
KL   (in fact KL will be at least a small power of K ). The case K=L
was investigated in [I-L-S]; the present situation of LK 1&$ for some
$>0, is more complicated.
Applying the definition of Jl (x) and Poisson summation in k (see [Iw2,
p. 86]) yields
V(x)=|

&
g^(t) sin(x cos 2?t) dt . (51)
Now
g^(t)=Le(&Kt) g^0 (Lt). (52)
Hence
V(x)=|

&
g^0 (t) e \&KtL + sin \x cos
2?t
L + dt. (53)
Define
WK, L (x)=|

&
g^0 (t) e \&KtL + eix[1&cos 2?tL] dt (54)
so that
V(x)=
&e&ixW(x)+e ixW(&x)
2i
. (55)
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Now
W(x)=|

&
g^0 (t) e _&KtL +
x
2? \1&cos
2?t
L +& dt
=|

&
g^0 (t) e _&KtL +
x
2?
4?2t2
2L2 & dt
+O \|

&
| g^0 (t)|
|t| 4 |x|
L4
dt+
=W (x)+O \ |x|L4+ , (56)
where
W (x)=|

&
g^0 (t) e \&KtL +
?xt2
L2 + dt. (57)
The phase , in the exponential is
,(t)=
&Kt
L
+
?xt2
L2
(58)
so that
,$(t)=
&K
L
+
2?xt
L2
. (59)
Now the contribution to the integral coming from |t|K = (=>0 arbitrarily
small but fixed) is negligable, by which we mean it is O(K&N0) for any N0 ,
so for stationary or small values of ,$(t) we need only consider |t|K =.
Hence if |x|K1&=L, W (x) is negligible. (60)
Assume next that |x|K 1&=L and in particular that
- x
L

K12&=
L12
\KL+
12
K&=. (61)
In particular, - xL will be at least a small power of K.
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Now
W (x)=|

&
g^0 (t) e _?xL2 \t&
KL
2?x+
2
+
K2
4?x& dt
=e \ K
2
4?x+ |

&
g^0 (t) e \?xL2 \t&
KL
2?x+
2
+ dt
which by Parseval
=e \ K
2
4?x+ |

&
g0 (&!) e \KL!2?x +
L
- x
e \?L
2!2
x + d!. (62)
Expanding e(?L2!2x) in a Taylor series in order N (recall that (61) is in
effect) we get
W (x)=
L
- x
e \ K
2
4?x+ |

&
g0 (+!)
_e \&KL!2?x +\ :
N
m=0 \
2?2L2!2i
x +
m
<m!+ ds
+O \ L- x |

&
| g(!)| }L
2!2
x }
N+1
d!+ (63)
=
L
- x
e \ K
2
4?x+ :
N
m=0
1
m! \
2?2iL2
x +
m
|

&
!2mg0 (!) e \&KL!2?x + d!
+O \\ L- x+
2N+3
+ (64)
=
L
- x
e \ K
2
4?x+ :
N
m=0
(2i )&im
m! \
L2
x +
m
g^ (m)0 \KL2?x+
+O \\ L- x+
2N+3
& . (65)
We summarize the evaluation of W(x) coming from (56), (60), and (65)
in the following proposition
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Proposition 3.1
(i) For =>0 and xK1&=L,
W(x)<<
|x|
L4
+negligable <<
K
L3
.
(ii) For xK1&=L and N1 ( fixed),
WK, L (x)=
L
- x
e \ K
2
4?x+ :
N
m=0
(2i )&m
m! \
L2
x +
m
g^ (m)0 \KL2?x+
+O \\ L- x+
2N+3
+
|x|
L4+ .
4. OFF-DIAGONAL SUMS
We can now return to the off-diagonal sums (46) of Section 2. Denote
this sum by TK, L (Y ),
TK, L (Y) := :
n, m
*g(n) *g(m) H \nY+H \
m
Y+ :

c=1
S(m, n, c) 2?
c
VK, L \4? - mnc +
(66)
with V given in (49).
We need to establish the estimate
TK, L (Y )<<
=
(LY)1+=. (67)
From (55) and Proposition 3.1(i), we have that for
- mn
c
K1&=L (68)
TK, L (Y )<< :
n, m }*g (n) *g (m) H \
n
Y+ H \
m
Y+} :c
c12+=
c
- mn
cL4
, (69)
where we have used Weil’s bound
S(m, n, c)<<(m, n, c)12 c12+= (70)
for the Kloosterman sum.
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Hence for m, n, c in the range (68)
TK, L(Y )<<Y3+=L4 (71)
<<(LY )1+=, (72)
if LY25, which is certainly the case in Theorem 0.1.
Thus we may assume that
- mn
c
K1&=L. (73)
In particular we have that
c
Y
K1&=L
(74)
and the relevant range of Y is
K1&=YK2+=. (75)
Next replace V by W in (66) and insert the definition of the Kloosterman
sum in (66). This leads us to the sums
T \K, L (Y )= :
cYK1&=L
1
c
:
m, n
*g (m) *g (n) H \nY+ H \
m
Y+
_ :*
x mod c
e\mx+nxc + e \\
2 - mn
c + W \
4? - mn
c + . (76)
Replacing W by W introduces an error of at most
:
cYK 1&=L
1
c
Y2c
Y
c
1
L4
<<
Y 3+=
L4
. (77)
Again, this is admissible for our purposes.
So we are left with the sums
T \K, L (Y )= :
cYLK1&=
1
c
:
m, n
*g(m) *g (n) H \ nY+ H \
m
Y+
_ :*
x mod c
e \mx+nxc + e \\
2 - mn
c + W \
4? - mn
c + . (78)
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To estimate this sum we proceed as in [D-F-I3, p. 227] and dualize the
sum on m (or we could dualize the n sum, but not both) using the Vornoi-
like summation formula [D-F-I2] for *g (m) (recall g is holomorphic of
weight l);
:
m1
*g (m) H \mY+ e \
mx
c + e \
2 - mn
c + W \
&4? - mn
c +
= :
r1
*g (r) e \&x rc + F8 (r), (79)
where
F8 ( y)=
2?il
c |

0
H \ tY+ e \
2 - tn
c + W \
&4?
c
- tn+
_Jl&1 \4?c - ty+ dt (80)
so
F8 (r)=
2?ilY
c |

0
H(t) e \2 - Yntc + W \
&4? - Ynt
c +
_Jl&1 \4? - tYrc + dt. (81)
Now l is fixed, r1, and t is in a fixed compact set, so
- tYr
c
>>
- Y
c
. (82)
The last will be uniformly large so we expand Jl&1 (4? - tYrc) in an
asymptotic series to some fixed order (sufficiently large so that the con-
tribution of the remainder is negligible). Each term of the asymptotic
expansion may be dealt with in the same way. To leading order
Jl&1 (z)= 2?z cos \z&
(l&1) ?
2
&
?
4++ } } } . (83)
Similarly W is evaluated at a point which is at least K1&=L and hence we
use the asymptotic expansion in Proposition 3.1. Expanding to order N so
that
\ L- x+
2N+3
\LK+
(2N+3&=)2
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renders the remainder term negligible (here we use that LKK
&$ for some
fixed $>0).
We take the leading terms in the asymptotic expansions of J and W ; the
other terms are of an identical form and are handled similarly. Thus
F8 (r)=
2?i lY
c |

0
H(t) e \2 - Yntc +
L - c
(Ynt)14 - 4?
_e \ &K
2c
4? } 4? - Ynt+ 
2c
4?2 - tYr
g^ \ &KLc8?2 - Ynt+
_cos \4? - tYrc &\
l
2
+
1
4+ ?+ dt
+higher order (84)
=
i lL - Y
(nr)14 - 2? |

0
H(t)
- t
g^ \ &KLc8?2 - Ynt+
_e \2 - Yntc &
K 2c
16?2 - Ynt+
_cos \4? - tYrc &\
l
2
+
1
4+ ?+ dt. (85)
This is a sum of two terms of the form
F8 \(r)=
L - Y
(nr)14 |

0
H(t)
- t
g^0 \ &KLc8?2 - nYt+
_e \2 - Yt(- n \ - r)c &
K2c
16?2 - nYt+ dt. (86)
For ’1 , ’2 , ’3=\1 define
B’, Y, c (n, r)=|

0
H(t)
- t
e \2 - Yt(’1 - n+’2 - r)c +
’3K2c
16?2 - nYt+
_g^ \ &KLc8?2 - Ynt+ dt. (87)
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Then according to the above, the leading term for T \K, L (Y ) is a sum of
terms
P(c, Y)=L - Y :
n, r
*g (n) *g (r)
(nr)14
H \nY+ :*x(c) e \
x (n&r)
c + B’, Y, c (n, r). (88)
Thus we have converted the bilinear sums in *g (n) *g (m) into those in (88)
involving *g (n) *g (r). The gain comes from the phase in the integral
defining B in (87). We show below that unless n&r is quite small, B is
negligible. On the other hand, for n&r=h fixed we will exhibit cancella-
tion over the n sum.
Lemma 4.1 For =>0 (arbitrarily small but fixed) and LK1&$, $>0.
We have the following:
1. For N0>0 and fixed rK2+=
B’, Y, c (n, r)<<
N0 \
c2
Yr+
N0
.
2. For rK2+= and |n&r|K = ( KL)
32 - c,
B’ (n, r)<<
N0
K&N0.
3. Fix &0 fixed and n&r=h{0 and |h|- K, we have
d &
dn&
(B’, Y, c (n, n+h))<<
v _
K = |h|
cY
+
K2c
Y2 &
&
.
4. B(1, &1, 1), Y, c (n, n, c)<<N0 K
&N0.
We postpone the proof of this lemma to the end of this section. Now,
apply the lemma to estimate the sums P(Y ) in (88). The quantity T \K, L(Y )
(which we need to estimate from above by LYK =) is a sum of the series
:
cYLK1&=
1
c
P(c, Y ). (89)
To deal with this, we break P(c, Y) into sums depending on the relation
between r and n. It is easy to see that in view of (1), (2), and (4) of Lemma
4.1 the only sums that are not immediately of acceptable size are those for
which 0{|n&r|K = ( KL)
32 - c.
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The contribution of these to (89) is at most
L - Y :
cYLK1&=
:
0<|h|(KL)32 K = - c
_}:n H \
n
Y+
*g (n) *g (n&h)
(n(n&h))14
B’, Y, c (nn, n&h) } . (90)
Keep in mind that we will be choosing L close to K and hence Y is close
to K2. Thus, the cancellation that we will need from the inner sum in (90)
is a uniform gain in the exponent over the trivial bound of Y 12. The
following proposition will be derived in the Appendix and provides this
crucial cancellation.
Lemma 4.2. Using notation as above, then
:
n
H \ nY+
*g (n) *g (n+h)
(n(n+h))14
B(n, n+h)<<K =Y19 _ |h|c +
K2c
Y &
5
.
With Lemma 4.2 we can estimate the quantity in (90) from above by
K =LY12 :
cYLK
:
|h| (KL)32 - c
Y 19 _ |h|
5
c5
+\KL+
5
&
K =LY 12+19 :
cYLK
\_\
K
L+
32
- c&
16
c5
+\KL+
32+5
- c+
K =LY 1118 \K
9
L9
+
K 5Y32
L8 + . (91)
Recall that we want to show that this O((YL)1+=). This will be so if (i) and
(ii) below are satisfied.
(i) K =Y1118 K9
L9
<<Y, or that
K =
K9
L9
<<Y718. (92)
Now recall that Y>>LK1&= and hence (92) is satisfied if
K = \KL+
9
<<(KL)718
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or
K9&718+=<<L9+718;
i.e.,
LK165169+=. (93)
(ii)
K =Y 1118
K5Y32
L8
<<Y.
or
K =Y 109K5<<L8. (94)
Recall that Y<< K2+= so that (94) is satisfied if
K209+5+=<<L8
or
LK6572+=. (95)
We see that (i) and (ii) are satisfied as long as (93) is true. Equation (93)
is precisely the assumption that is made in Theorem 1. That is, we have
shown that (90) is O(LYK =) assuming (93). This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
We end this section with a proof of Lemma 4.1. In the integral (87)
defining B’, Y, c (n, r) note that H has compact support in (1, 2) so that
1t2. Hence, from the argument of g^0 we will have a negligible amount
unless
K&=<<
KLc
- Yn
<<K =. (96)
Now the phase in (87) is
,(t)=
2 - Yt(’1 - n+’2 - r)
c
&
K2c
16?2 - Ynt
, (97)
and
,$(t)=
- Y
- t
(’1 - n+’2 - r)
c
+
K2c
32?2 - Yn t32
. (98)
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If rK2+=$ (and recall that nK 2+=) we have using (92) that
|,$(t)|
- Y - r
c
+O \K
=+1
L +>>
- Yr
c
. (99)
Hence, integrating by parts A times in (87) yields that for rK2+=$
B’, Y, c (n, r)<<\- Yrc +
&A
. (100)
To establish (2) of Lemma 4.1 we have that r<<K2+= and for =0>0
|n&r|>>K =0 \KL+
32
- c.
In this case from (94) we see that
|,$(t)|
- Y
- t
|n&r|
(- n+- r) c
+O \K
1+=
L +

- Y K =0 \KL+
32
- c
K 1+=c
+O \K
1+=
L +
K =0
K
L 
Y
LKc
+O \K
1+=
L +
which by (96) is
K =0
K
L
. (101)
Thus, integrating by parts enough times (and using that LK 1&$) we
conclude that in this case (2),
B’, Y, c<<
N0
K&N0 for any N0 . (102)
We turn to part (3). Set n&r=h (and assume |h|- K).
B’, Y, c (n, n+h)=|

0
H(t)
- t
e \ 2 - Yt hc(- n+- r)+
’3K 2c
16?2 - nYt+
_g^0 \ &KLc8?2 - Ynt+ dt.
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So clearly
B<<1.
Differentiating w.r.t. n yields by direct estimation that
B<<
|h|
cY
+
K 2c
Y 2
.
Differentiating & times yields
B<<
& \
|h|
cY
+
K 2c
Y 2 +
&
.
This proves part (3).
Finally, for ’=(1, &1, 1)
B’. Y, c (n, n)=|

0
H(t)
- t
e \ K
2c
16?2 - nYt+ g^ \
&KLc
8?2 - nYt+ dt.
This time the phase satisfies
,$(t)= &
K 2c
32?2 - nY t32
.
In the range in question this satisfies
|,$(t)|>>
K 2c
Y
K&=
K
L
. (103)
So for LK 1&$ with $>0 (fixed and small) we have that for any N0
B’, Y, c (n, n)<<
N0
K&N0. (104)
APPENDIX
At the heart of the proof of Theorem 0.1 is the cancellation in smooth
sums
:
&1m&&2n=h
ag (n) ag (m). (A1)
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Here g is a fixed holomorphic cusp form on 10 (N0) (we deal here with a
more general situation than is needed in Theorem 0.1), N0 fixed. The sums
in (A1) have been studied extensively beginning with Selberg [Se] (see also
Good [Go], Deshoulliers and Iwaniec [D-I], and Motohashi [Mo]). In
particular, Duke et al. [D-F-I2] give a treatment of the sums in (A1) using
a variant of the circle method. It allows for a uniform estimation of (A1),
capturing soem cancellation when &1 , &2 are small and m, n large.
Here we return to the method in [Se] which uses the spectral theory of
10 (N0)"H to analytically continue certain Dirichlet series associated with
(A1). The difficulty in [Se] is that it does not yield useful estimates for
these series when t is large (where s=_+it). This is crucial if one is to
apply this to the smooth sums in Lemma 4.2. Now the general estimates for
triple products [Sa1] and in particular the precise exponential decay in the
eigenvalue aspect (see Lemma A.1 below) allows one to overcome the
above difficulty. It leads to uniform and quite sharp bounds for the sums
in (A1). More important, being ‘‘soft,’’ this method generalizes naturally to
number fields and to higher dimensions.
As we already mentioned, we make use of the spectral theory for the
Laplacian on 10 (N)"H, N=N0 &1&2 . In particular, we need bounds toward
the Ramanujan conjectures for Maass forms. For %0 let H% denote the
statement: For any cusp form ? on GL2 (Q)"GL2 (A) with local Hecke
eigenvalues : (1)? ( p), :
(2)
? ( p) for p< and +
(1)
? (), +
(2)
? () for p=, we
have for j=1, 2
|: ( j )? ( p)| p
%, for ?p unramified
|R(+ ( j )? ())|%, if ? is unramified.= H%
Thus H0 (i.e., %=0) is the RamanujanSelberg conjecture. The following
cases of H% are known
%= 14 ([Se, Ku])
%= 15 ([Sh, L&R&S])
(A2)
%= 19 ([K&Sh])
%= 764 ([K&S]).
Theorem A.1. For R(s)>1, &1 , &2 , h>0, set
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h) := :
m&1&n&2=h
*g (m) *g (m) \- mn&1&2m&1+n&2+
l&1
(m&1+n&2)&s,
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where
*g (n)=
ag (n)
n(l&1)2
.
Then assuming H% and taking %1>% we have that Dg (s) extends to a
holomorphic function for
R(s)  12+%1 .
Moreover, in this region it satisfies
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h)<<
g, =
(&1 &2)12+= h%1+12&_ (1+|t| )3 .
Remark A.2. The important features are the uniform polynomial
bounds in &1 , &2 and t and of course that %1 can be chosen less than 12 . In
other applications the fact that the exponent of h is less than 1&_ is
important.
Proof. Set V to be the 10 (N ) invariant function
V(z)= ylg(&1 z) (g(&2z). (A3)
Since g is a cusp form for 10 (N0), V(z) is rapidly decreasing in the cusps
of 10 (N ); moreover we have that for z # H
yl2 | g(&1z)|<<&&l21 , (A4)
yl2 | g(&2z)|<<&&l22 , (A5)
the implied constants depending on g alone.
For h # N define the Poincare series Uh (z, s) for 1=10 (N ) by
Uh (z, s)= :
# # 1"1
( y(#z)s e(&hx(#z)). (A6)
Here z=x+iy and s=_+it. This series is dominated by the Eisenstein
series E(z, _) and hence converges absolutely for _>1. Uh (z, s) is 10 (N )
invariant and is of moderate growth. Hence, it can be integrated against
V(z). Consider
I=(Uh , V)=|
10(N)"H
Uh (z, s) V(z)
dx dy
y2
. (A7)
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Unfolding the integral according to the definition of Uh yields
I=|

0
|
1
0
V(z) yse(&hx)
dx dy
y2
=|

0
|
1
0
:
n1
m1
yk+s&1 ag (m) e&2?&1myag (n)
_e&2?&2 nye((&1m&&2n&h) x)
dx dy
y
(A8)
=(2?)&(s+k&1) 1(s+l&1) :
&1m&&2n=h
ag (m) ag (n)
(&1m+&2n)s+l&1
=(2?)&(s+k&1) 1(s+l&1)(&1&2) (1&l)2 Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h). (A9)
On the other hand, I can also be expressed in terms of the spectrum of
10 (N )"H by expanding Uh ( } , s) in a Fourier series. Let ,0 , ,1 } } } be an
orthonormal basis for the discrete part of the spectrum of the Laplacian on
L2 (10 (N )"H). ,0 is constant and let *j= 14+t
2
j denote the eigenvalue of ,j .
Note that (Uh ( } , s), ,0) =0. Thus, Uh has a formal expansion
Uh (z, s)= :

j=1
(Uh ( } , s), , j } ) ,j
+|

&
(Uh ( } , s), E( } , 12+i{)) E(z,
1
2+i{) d{. (A10)
While this does not converge in the L2-sense (since Uh is not in
L2 (10 (N )"H) it can be used to compute the inner product of Uh with the
rapidly descreasing function V(z). In what follows the analysis of the con-
tinuous spectrum contribution can be carried out in the same way as we do
with the discrete part, so we will not carry out the details. We have
I= :

j=1
(Uh ( } , s), , j )(V, ,j )+cts contribution. (A11)
Now
(Uh ( } , s) , ,j) =|
10 (N )"H
Uh (z, s) ,j (z)
dx dy
y2
=|

0
|
1
0
yse(hx) , j (z)
dx dy
y2
=\j (&h) |

0
ys&12Kitj (2? |h| y)
dy
y
. (A12)
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Here, , j (z) has Fourier expansion
,j (z)= : $

m=&
\ j (m) y12 Kitj (2? |m| y) e(mx). (A13)
Hence,
(Uh (} , s), , j)=
2s \j (&h)
|h| s&12
1 \s&
1
2+it j
2 + 1 \
s& 12&it j
2 + (A14)
and
I= :

j=1
2s \j (&h)
|h| s&12
1 \s&
1
2+it j
2 + 1 \
s& 12&itj
2 + (V, ,j)+cts. (A15)
To make use of (A15) we need estimates on \j (h) and on (V, ,j). The
calculations in [I-L-S, pp. 1722] show that we can choose an orthonor-
mal basis ,j of Hecke eigenforms coming from new forms and old forms
such that
\j (h)<<
=
(hN )=
- N
cosh \?tj2 + h%. (A16)
Here we have used H% as well as the fact that for new forms
(N |tj |+1)&=<<
=
|\ j (1)|<<
=
( |tj | |N |+1)=; (A17)
see [H-L] and [Iw1].
As for (V, ,j) , it follows the method in [Sa1] (see below) that
(V, ,j )<<- N (&1&2)&l2 (1+|tj | )l+1 e&?2 |tj |. (A18)
Combining (A9) and (A15) we have
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h)
=
(2?)s+k&1 (&1&2)l&12 2s
1(s+l&1)
_ :
j=1
\j (&h)
|h| s&12
1 \s&
1
2+itj
2 + 1 \
s& 12&it j
2 + <V, ,j > +cts. (A19)
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Invoking (A16), (A18), and H% at the archimedian place shows that
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h) extends holomorphically to R(s)> 12+%1 . Moreover, in this
region we have the estimate
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h)<<
=
(h&1&2)= h%1+12&_(&1&2)&12 N 12
(&1&2)12 |1(s+l&1)|
_ :

j=1 }1 \
s& 12+itj
2 + 1 \
s& 12&itj
2 + } (t j+1)l+1.
Applying Stirling’s series yields
Dg<<
=
(&1&2)&12 (h&1&2)= h%1+12&_
(1+|t| )_+l&32
:
tj2t
( |tj |+1)l+1+_&32
<<
=
(&1&2)&12 (h&1&2)= h%1+12&_ :
tj2t
(1+|t j | )1
<<
=
(h&1&2)= h%1+12&_(1+|t| )3 (&1&2)12. (A20)
This proves Theorem A.1.
Returning to (A18) we claim the following general estimate. Let 1 be a
lattice (possibly co-compact) in SL(2, R). Let g1 and g2 be holomorphic
forms of weight l for 1, satisfying the L bounds:
yl2 | g1 (z)|M1 (A21)
yl2 | g2 (z)|M2 . (A22)
Let ,1 , ,2 , ... be an orthonormal basis for the discrete part of L2(1"H)
(and similarly for the continuous part) then
( ylg1 (z) g2 (z), ,j) <<
l
M1 M2 (Vol(1"H))12 (1+|tj | )l+1 e&?2 |tj |. (A23)
To prove this we follow [Sa1] (in dimension two as on p. 259) keeping
track of the dependence on 1 and also noting that P(z)= ylg1 (z) g2 (z).
The passage from (2.9) to (2.10) in [Sa1] introduces a Vol(1"H) factor
which appears in (A23). Otherwise, we need to estimate &KT b P& , as in
Lemma 1 of that paper. That reduces to estimating (in the disk model)
B(r)=(1&r2)l |
?
0
G1 (rei%) G2 (re i%) d% (A24)
when r is complexified into |r|<1.
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Here
G1 (z)= :

n=0
anzn
G2 (z)= :

n=0
bnzn
are holomorphic in |z|<1 and satisfy
|G1 (z)| (1&|z| 2)l2M1
|G2 (z)| (1&|z| 2)l2M2 .
Hence
|
2?
0
|G1 (rei%)|2 d%= :

n=0
|an|2 r2n
2?M 21 (1&r
2)&l (A25)
and similarly for G2 .
Now from (A24)
B(r)=(1&r2)l :

n=0
an bnr2n. (A26)
Complexifying r to w gives B(w) is holomorphic in |w|<1 and satisfies
B(w)=(1&w2)l :

n=0
anbnw2n.
Indeed, in view of (A25), this series converges and satisfies
|B(w)|(1+|w|2)l \: |an|2 |w|2n+
12
\: |bn|2 |w| 2n+
12
2l (2?) M2M1 (1&|w|2)&l. (A27)
With this (A23) follows from the analysis in [Sa1]. This completes the
proof of Theorem A.1.
The case of g being a Maass cusp form in Theorem 0.2 of the Introduc-
tion requires cancellations in the sums
:
&1m&&2n=h
*g (m) *g (n). (A28)
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Here
g(z)= :
m{0
*g (m) y12Kir (2? |m| y) e(mx), (A29)
where the Laplace eigenvalue of g is 14+r
2. Denote by N0 the level of g(z).
Theorem A.2. For R(s)>1, &1 , &2 , h # N set
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h)= :
m&1&n&2=h
*(m) *(n)
\ |&1m|+|&2 n|- |mn&1&2| +
2ir ( |&1m|+ |&2n| )
&s.
Then assuming H% and taking %1>%, we have that Dg (s) extends to an
analytic function in R(s) 12+%1 . Moreover, in this region it satisfies
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h)<<|&1 &2|12+= |h|%1+12&_ ( |t|+1)3+h1&_.
Proof. We can proceed as in the proof of Theorem A.1. We indicate the
minor changes. For V(z) we have
V(z)= g(&1z) g(&2z). (A30)
So V(z)<<g 1 and is rapidly decreasing in the cusps of 10 (N)"H. As before
consider
I=|
10(N)"H
V(z) Uh (z, s)
dx dy
y2
(A31)
=:
j
\j (&h) 2s
|h| s&12
1 \s&
1
2+it j
2 + 1 \
s& 12&itj
2 + (V, ,j)+cts. (A32)
The analysis of this spectral expansion proceeds as above except that we
need the following analogue of (A18), which is proven in [Sa1].
(V, ,j )<<
g
- &1&2 (1+|t j | ) e&?2 |tj |. (A33)
On the other hand, opening I up gives
I=|

0
|
1
0
V(z) e(&hx) ys
dx dy
y2
= :
&1m&&2n=h
*(m) *(n)(&1&2)12
_|

0
K ir (2? |&1m| y) Kir (2? |&2n| y) ys
dy
y
. (A34)
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Now (see [GR, p. 693])
B :=|

0
Kir (2? |&1 m| y) Kir (2? |&2n| y) ys&1 dy
=
1
8?s
|&1m|&ir&s
1(s)
1 \s+2ir2 + 1 \
s&2ir
2 + 12 \
s
2+
_F \s+2ir2 ,
s
2
, s; 1& } &2n&1 m }
2
+ . (A35)
Using the transformation laws for F
F(a, b, 2b, z)
=\1+- 1&z2 +
&2a
F \a, a&b+12, b+
1
2
; \1&- 1&z1+- 1+z+
2
+ (A36)
we have (with - 1&z=| &2 n&1m | )
B=
2s |&2n| ir |&1m|&ir&s
8?s
1 \s2+ir+ 1 \
s
2
&ir+ 12 \s2+
1(s)
__\1+ } &2n&1m }+
1
2&
&s&2ir
_F \ s2+ir,
1
2
+ir,
s
2
+
1
2
, \ |&1m|& |&2n||&1m|+ |&2n|+
2
+ .
Expanding F in a Taylor series about zero in its last variables gives
B=
1
8 \
?
2+
&s
2 ir
1 \ s2+ir+ 1 \
s
2
&ir+ 1 2 \ s2+
1(s)
( |&1m|+|&2n| )&s
_
|&1m&2 m| ir
( |&1m|+|&2n| )2ir _1+O \\
|&1m|&|&2n|
|&1m|+|&2n|+
2
+& . (A37)
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Hence
I=
(&1&2)12
8 \
?
2+
&s
2 ir
1 \ s2+ir+ 1 \
s
2
&ir+ 1 2 \ s2+
1(s)
__Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h)+O \ :&1m&&2n=h
|*g (m) *g (n)| |h|2
( |&1m|+|&2n| )_+2+& .
Thus
Dg (s, &1 , &2 , h)
=8(&1&2)&12 \?2+
s
2&ir
1(s) I(s)
1 \s2+ir+ 1 \
s
2
&ir+ 1 2 \s2+
+O(h1&_),
for _%1+
1
2
. (A38)
Together with (A32) the proof of Theorem A.2 is completed as before.
Finally, we are ready to establish Lemma 4.2. The function Dg (s) with
&1=&2=1 in Theorem A.1 takes the form
Dg (s, 1, 1, h)=:
n
*g (n) *g (n+h) \- n(n+h)2n+h +
l&1
} (2n+h)&s. (A39)
Hence, by Mellin inversion,
:
n
* (n) *(n+h) G(2n+h)=
1
2?i |R(s)=2 Dg (s, 1, 1, h) G (s) ds (A40)
with
G (s)=|

0
G(x) xs
dx
x
. (A41)
In order to apply this to prove Lemma 4.2 we set
G(2n+h)=H \nY+ (n(n+h))&14 \
2n+h
- n(n+h)+
l+1
B’, c (n, n+h). (A42)
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That is
G(x)=H \x&h2Y +\\
x
2+
2
&\h2+
2
+
&14
__
x
\\x2+
2
&\h2+
2
+
12&
l&1
B’, c \x&h2 ,
x+h
2 + . (A43)
Hence
G (s)=(2Y)s |

0
H \u& h2Y+_(Yu)2&
h2
4 &
&14
_
2u
\u2& h
2
4Y 2+
12&
l&1
_B’, c \Yu&h2 , Yu+
h
2+ us
du
u
. (A44)
Integrating by parts five times w.r.t. u in (A44) and applying part (iii) of
Lemma 4.1 shows that G (s) is holomorphic in _ 12 and satisfies
G (s)<<K=Y_&12 (1+|t| )&5 _ |h|c +
K2c
Y &
5
(A45)
in this region.
Now shift the contour in (A40) to R(s)= 12+
1
9 which is admissible by
Theorem A.1 and (A2) above. We do not pick up any poles and using the
bound in Theorem A.2 together with (A45) we conclude that
:
n
* (n) *(n+h) G(2n+h)<<K =Y 19 _ |h|c +
K 2c
Y &
5
. (A46)
This is precisely the statement in Lemma 4.2.
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